A timber support (1) for the construction industry, has a top girder (3) and a bottom girder (4) which are interconnected using a joining element (6). A protective cap (10) that surrounds the end (9) of the girder is provided for the end of the girders. The protective cap (10) for the end of the girders has at least one fastening bracket (15) which partially covers a side of the joining element (6), and the fastening bracket (15) for attaching the protective cap (10) for the end of the girders is fixed to the side of the joining element (6) with the help of fastening means.
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TIMBER SUPPORT FOR THE
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

This application is the national stage of PCT/DE2009/
001665 filed on Nov. 23, 2009 and also claims Paris Convention
priority of DE 10 2008 059 817.8 filed on Dec. 01, 2008.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The invention concerns a timber support for the construction
industry, comprising a top girder and a bottom girder
which are interconnected using a joining element, wherein a
girder end protection cap is provided, which surrounds the
end of the girder. Timber supports of this type are used e.g. as
supports for a framework for concrete structures to be cast, in
particular, for concrete ceilings and walls.

Timber supports of this type are disclosed e.g. in the docu-
ments AT 409 013 B or DE 103 05 613 A1. The joining
element or its parts are normally glued to the girders via
tongue and groove connections. The girders are thereby pro-
duced from natural wood.

Timber supports of this type have the problem that, in
particular, in case of improper handling at the building site,
the ends of the girders may be easily damaged. The ends are
likely to be abraded when the timber support is dragged along
e.g. a concrete surface during transport thereof. However,
the main cause of damage are impacts onto the girder ends, e.g.
when the timber support is dropped, in which case the girder ends
may be chipped. AT 409 013 B proposes protective caps for
the girder ends which are pushed onto the girder ends and
fastened thereto using hollow rivets. This type of fastening
damages the wood of the girder itself, which increases its
tendency to chip when the girder end is struck.

The girder ends of document DE 103 05 613 A1 are pro-
tected by a plastic cover that is e.g. cast or overmolded,
thereby preventing the above-mentioned material weakening
of the girder wood. However, these caps or plastic covers that
are used as girder end protection have the problem that plastic
material is subjected to ageing processes which make it
brittle. Plastic material becomes brittle e.g. through the action
of the ultraviolet radiation of sunlight. In particular, when a
timber support falls onto a plastic cap of this type, the pro-
tection often does not withstand the resulting high load and the
cap bursts with the result that the associated girder end is
no longer protected.

It is the underlying purpose of the invention to provide a
timber support for the construction industry, which elimi-
nates the disadvantages of prior art, in particular, reliably
prevents chipping of the timber support girder ends using simple
means.

This object is achieved by the timber support in accordance
with the independent claim. The dependent claims are pre-
ferred embodiments of the invention.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The timber support for the construction industry in accor-
dance with the invention has a top girder and a bottom girder
which are interconnected using a joining element. At least one
girder end of the girders, or all four girder ends, may thereby
project past the joining element in the longitudinal direction
of the timber support. Each girder end has one girder end
protection cap that covers the girder end. In accordance with
the invention, the girder end protection cap(s) each has/have
at least one fastening bracket which partially covers a side
flank of the joining element, wherein the fastening bracket for
fastening the respective girder end protection cap is fastened
to the side flank using fastening means.

Since the girder end protection caps are fastened to a side
flank of the joining element, i.e. to an outer surface of the
joining element, which extends parallel to the longitudinal
direction of the timber support, fastening to the girders is not
necessary, which would weaken the structure of the natural
wood of the girders. The impact resistance of the girders, in
particular, in case of impacts onto the girder ends that are
covered by the girder end protection caps is thereby consid-
ernably improved. The material of the girder end protection
caps may thereby be selected in the form of a material that
cannot be applied e.g. by overmolding. The girder end pro-
tection caps may be prefabricated. A material may be used
which is highly resistant to embrittlement and is, in particular,
resistant to UV light.

The girder end protection caps are preferably produced
from a metal material (e.g. galvanized sheet metal), which is
a particularly low-wear material that is resistant to impact.

The fastening bracket of a girder end protection cap of this
type preferentially has a bore, wherein a bolt, preferably in the
form of a riveting bolt which penetrates through the bore, or
a screw which penetrates through the bore, is provided as
fastening means. The riveting bolt or the screw may be reli-
ably screwed into or penetrate through the material of the
joining element for fastening. This ensures particularly reli-
able fastening, in particular against tensile forces.

When the girder end protection cap has two fastening
brackets which each partially cover a side flank of the joining
element and each have one bore, and the screw or the bolt
penetrates through both bores, the screw or the bolt which
penetrates through a hole in the joining element may be
symmetrically fixed to both side flanks of the joining element.
The joining element is advantageously designed as a solid
web, which largely prevents tearing off of the fastening means
from the side flanks of the joining element, since the fastening
brackets flatly abut the side flanks.

When the girder end covered by the girder end protection
cap is formed to taper towards its free end, chipping protec-
tion is particularly improved in that impact forces are laterally
deflected.

A step is preferably formed on the surface of the girder, the
girder end of which is covered by the girder end protection
cap, such that the material of the girder end protection cap
does not project past the side surface of the girders. This
prevents the girder end protection cap from getting hooked
during movement of the timber support in the longitudinal
direction of the timber support. The girder end protection
cap may also terminate upstream of the wooden step. This gen-
erates a gap which is closed to a greater or lesser degree when
the cap is subjected to impact loads.

The step is preferentially formed at least on the surface of
the girder facing away from the joining element, wherein the
step height corresponds to the thickness of the material from
which the girder end protection cap is produced. This pro-
vides a flat support surface, e.g. for formwork boards, on the
surface of the girder facing away from the joining element.

Recessing of the outer surface of the girder end protection
cap from the outer dimensions of the girder on the side flank
side, the girder end of which is covered by the girder end
protection cap, prevents the inventive timber supports from
getting hooked together during lateral stacking e.g. for trans-
port purposes.

The girder end protection cap advantageously has at least
one drainage opening, wherein the drainage opening is
advantageously provided at the front end of the girder end
protection cap. This prevents water that enters into the girder
end protection cap from collecting there and excessively swelling the girder end covered by the girder end protection cap. The service life of a girder end protected with a girder end protection cap of this type is thereby substantially increased.

The invention is explained in more detail below by means of embodiments with reference to the drawing.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING**

FIG. 1 shows a perspective view of a section of an inventive timber support;

FIGS. 2a through 2f show partial views and sectional views of a timber support in accordance with FIG. 1; and

FIG. 3 shows a schematic front or end view of the timber support in accordance with the invention.

**DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT**

The figures of the drawing show the inventive subject matter in a highly schematic fashion and are not to be taken to scale. The individual components of the inventive subject matter are illustrated in such a fashion that their structure is clearly shown.

FIG. 1 shows a perspective view of a section of an inventive timber support 1. The timber support 1 has a top girder 3 and a bottom girder 4 which are rigidly interconnected by a joining element designed as a solid web 6 with bores 7, which may e.g. be used for fastening to a hook of a crane. The girders 3, 4 are produced e.g. from natural wood and the solid web 6 may be produced from a plywood material or a suitable chipboard. The girder ends 9 of the girders 3, 4 project in the longitudinal direction of the timber support 1 past the joining element with respect to the center longitudinal axis of the joining element.

Each girder end 9 of the timber support 1 has a girder end protection cap 10 of steel which covers the girder end 9. The front ends of the girder end protection caps 10 each have several bores that penetrate through the material of the girder end protection caps 10 and are used as drainage openings 12.

Each girder end protection cap 10 has two fastening brackets 15 which are disposed mirror-symmetrically with respect to the solid web 6 and each partially cover a side flank of the joining element. The fastening brackets 15 are produced in one piece with the girder end protection cap 10 from the material of the associated girder end protection cap 10 and each have a bore 16. The bores 16 are illustrated by the dashed circles. One riveting bolt 18 that penetrates through the solid web is guided through each bore 16. The riveted ends of the riveting bolts 18 cover the bores 16 in the fastening brackets 15 in the figure. These riveting bolts 18 are used as fastening means for fastening the girder end protection caps 10 to the side flanks of the solid web 6.

The girder ends 9 that are covered by the girder end protection caps 10 are e.g. formed through milling in such a fashion that they taper towards their free ends. A step 20 is thereby formed on the surface of each girder. These steps 20 each form a transition between the girder surface areas covered by the girder end protection caps 10 and surface areas that are not covered.

The steps are also formed, in particular, on surfaces of the girders facing away from the joining element. The step height on these surfaces corresponds to the thickness of the material from which the girder end protection caps 10 are produced such that there is substantially no edge at the transitions between the covered girder area and the surface of the girder end protection caps 10. Each outer surface of the girder end protection cap 10 is recessed from the outer dimensions of the girders 3, 4 on the side flank side such that the girder end protection caps 10 do not laterally project past the dimensions of the girders 3, 4.

FIGS. 2a through 2f show partial views and sectional views of a timber support in accordance with FIG. 1. The figures each show at least one girder end protection cap 10 which covers a girder end 9 of a girder 3, 4. The girders 3, 4 are interconnected via a solid web 6 as joining element.

FIG. 2a shows a side view of an end of the timber support. FIG. 2b shows an enlarged section of FIG. 2a, wherein the section shows a girder end 9 with a girder end protection cap 10 covering the girder end 9.

FIG. 2c is a longitudinal section through the girder end illustrated in FIG. 2b, which shows the material boundary between girder 3 and solid web 6. The timber support in accordance with the invention is produced in that the girder ends that project past the solid web 6 are formed through cutting using saws and/or milling machines, and for this reason, there is a hollow space between the girder end, the solid web and the girder end protection cap 10. FIG. 2d shows a sectional view through the girder end at the height of the girder 3. It shows how the girder end is covered by the metal of the girder end protection cap 10 with exact fit. FIG. 2e shows a cross-section through the girder end at the height of the fastening bolt 18 which penetrates through the holes in the fastening brackets of the girder end protection cap 10 and through the solid web 6.

FIG. 2f shows a plan view of the front end of the timber support with the drainage openings 12 provided in the front ends of the girder end protection caps 10.

The invention proposes a timber support 1 for the construction industry, comprising a top girder 3 and a bottom girder 4 which are interconnected using a joining element 6, and wherein a girder end protection cap 10 is provided which covers the girder end 9. The girder end protection cap 10 thereby has at least one fastening bracket 15 that partially covers a side flank of the joining element 6, and the fastening bracket 15 for fastening the girder end protection cap 10 is mounted to the side flank using fastening means.

The invention is not limited to the above stated embodiments. Rather, a number of variants are feasible which, although they may have a basically different design, utilize the features of the invention.

FIG. 3 is a schematic front or end view of the wooden portion of the timber support in accordance with the invention, without the girder end protection cap. The timber support has a wooden top girder 3, the top girder having an upper surface 30, a lower surface 32, a first side flank 34, a second side flank 36 and a front surface 38. The timber support also has a wooden bottom girder 4, having an upper surface 40, a lower surface 42, a first side flank 44, a second side flank 46 and a front surface 48. A wooden joining element 6 has an upper surface 50 cooperating with said lower surface 32 of said top girder 3, a lower surface 52 cooperating with said upper surface 40 of said bottom girder 4, a first side flank 54, a second side flank 56 and a front surface 58. The first side flank 54, the second side flank 56 and the front surface 58 of the joining element 6 each extend from the lower surface 32 of the top girder 3 to the upper surface 40 of the bottom girder 4, such that the wooden joining element 6 is thereby disposed between and connects together the top girder 3 and the bottom girder 4.
1. A timber support for the construction industry, the support comprising:
a wooden top girder, said top girder having an upper surface;
a lower surface, a first side flank, a second side flank and a front surface;
a wooden bottom girder, said bottom girder having an upper surface, a lower surface, a first side flank, a second side flank and a front surface;
a wooden joining element, said joining element having an upper surface cooperating with said lower surface of said top girder, a lower surface cooperating with said upper surface of said bottom girder, a first side flank, a second side flank and a front surface, wherein said first side flank, said second side flank and said front surface of said joining element each extend from said lower surface of said top girder to said upper surface of said bottom girder, said wooden joining element thereby being disposed between and connecting together said top girder and said bottom girder, wherein said front surface of said top girder and said front surface of said bottom girder each protrude longitudinally past said front surface of said joining element;
a top girder end protection cap, said top girder end protection cap covering said front surface of said top and girder, said to girder end protection cap having at least one top fastening bracket that contacts and covers portions of at least one of said first and said second side flanks of said joining element, said top girder end protection cap further comprising top fastening means, said top fastening means directly connecting said fastening bracket to at least one of said first and said second side flanks of said joining element; and 
a bottom girder end protection cap, said bottom girder end protection cap covering said front surface of said bottom girder, said bottom girder end protection cap having at least one bottom fastening bracket that contacts and covers portions of at least one of said first and said second side flanks of said joining element, said bottom girder end protection cap further comprising bottom fastening means, said bottom fastening means directly connecting said bottom fastening bracket to at least one of said first and said second side flanks of said joining element.

2. The timber support of claim 1, wherein each of said top and said bottom girder end protection caps is made from a metal material.

3. The timber support of claim 1, wherein each of said top and said bottom fastening brackets has a bore, with each of said to and said bottom fastening means comprising a bolt, a rivet bolt or a screw bolt penetrating through a respective said bore.

4. The timber support of claim 3, wherein each of said girder end protection caps has two fastening brackets which each partially cover a respective said first and said second side flank of said joining element and each having one bore, wherein a respective said screw or bolt penetrates through both said bores.

5. The timber support of claim 1, wherein said joining element is designed as a solid web.

6. The timber support of claim 1, wherein girder ends covered by a respective said top and said bottom girder end protection cap are designed to taper towards a respective free end thereof.

7. The timber support of claim 1, wherein a step is formed on a surface of said top and/or said bottom girder, said step proximate said front surface of said top and/or said bottom girder covered by said respective top and bottom girder end protection cap.

8. The timber support of claim 7, wherein said step is formed on said upper surface of said top girder and/or said lower surface of said bottom girder, wherein a height of said step corresponds to a thickness of material from which a respective said top and said bottom girder end protection cap is produced.

9. The timber support of claim 1, wherein an outer surface of each of said top and said bottom girder end protection caps is recessed from outer dimensions of said first and second side flanks of said top or said bottom girder, said front surface of said top or said bottom girder being covered by said respective top and bottom girder end protection cap.

10. The timber support of claim 1, wherein each of said top and said bottom girder end protection caps has at least one drainage opening.

11. The timber support of claim 10, wherein said drainage opening is provided on a front end of a respective said top and said bottom girder end protection cap.

12. A timber support for the construction industry, the support comprising:
a wooden top girder, said top girder having an upper surface,
a lower surface, a first side flank, a second side flank and a front surface;
a wooden bottom girder, said bottom girder having an upper surface, a lower surface, a first side flank, a second side flank and a front surface;
a wooden joining element, said joining element having an upper surface cooperating with said lower surface of said top girder, a lower surface cooperating with said upper surface of said bottom girder, a first side flank, a second side flank and a front surface, wherein said first side flank, said second side flank and said front surface of said joining element each extend from said lower surface of said top girder to said upper surface of said bottom girder, said wooden joining element thereby being disposed between and connecting together said top girder and said bottom girder, wherein said front surface of said top girder and said front surface of said bottom girder each protrude longitudinally past said front surface of said joining element;
a top girder end protection cap, said top girder end protection cap covering said front surface of said top and girder, said to girder end protection cap having at least one top fastening bracket that contacts and covers portions of at least one of said first and said second side flanks of said joining element, said top girder end protection cap further comprising top fastening means, said top fastening means directly connecting said fastening bracket to at least one of said first and said second side flanks of said joining element; and 
a bottom girder end protection cap, said bottom girder end protection cap covering said front surface of said bottom girder, said bottom girder end protection cap having at least one bottom fastening bracket that contacts and covers portions of at least one of said first and said second side flanks of said joining element, said bottom girder end protection cap further comprising bottom fastening means, said bottom fastening means directly connecting said bottom fastening bracket to at least one of said first and said second side flanks of said joining element.

13. A timber support for the construction industry, the support comprising:
a wooden top girder, said top girder having an upper surface, a lower surface, a first side flank, a second side flank and a front surface;
bottom fastening means directly connecting said bottom fastening bracket to said first and said second side flanks of said joining element, wherein said bottom fastening means comprise a bottom bolt, a bottom rivet bolt or a bottom screw bolt penetrating through both of said bottom bores and through said bottom through hole.
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